LIST OF "A" ITEMS
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   16182/09 JUR 458 POLGEN 193
   + COR 1
   16525/09 JUR 495 POLGEN 206
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 26.11.09

2. Council Decision laying down measures for the implementation of the European Council
   Decision on the exercises of the Presidency of the Council
   16824/09 POLGEN 226 INST 195
   + ADD 1
   + ADD 2
   16517/09 POLGEN 202 INST 173
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 26.11.09
3. Council Decision appointing the Secretary-General of the Council of the European Union
   16819/09 INST 194 STAT 49 POLGEN 222
   16533/2/09 REV 2 INST 184 STAT 44 POLGEN 214
   + REV 3 (nl)
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 27.11.09

4. Council Decision laying down the conditions of employment for the President of the
   European Council
   16821/09 JUR 507 STAT 50 POLGEN 223
   16519/09 JUR 492 STAT 38 POLGEN 203
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 27.11.09

5. Council Decision laying down the conditions of employment for the High Representative for
   Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
   16822/09 JUR 508 STAT 51 POLGEN 224
   16521/09 JUR 494 STAT 39 POLGEN 205
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 27.11.09

6. Council Decision laying down the conditions of employment for the Secretary-General of the
   Council of the European Union
   16823/09 JUR 509 STAT 52 POLGEN 225
   16536/09 JUR 498 STAT 40 POLGEN 208
   approved by COREPER, Part 2, on 27.11.09